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E-ELT	


VLT	


A Single Field Wide Band
Spectrograph
² A

near infrared integral field spectrograph covering the
0.8 − 2.4 µm wavelength range, with simultaneous
coverage of at least one band at a time. R~3500 to work
between the night sky “airglow” emission lines
² Range of spatial resolutions from diff. limited to seeing
² Extension to visible wavelengths (0.5 to 0.8 µm) and
higher spectral resolution (R~7500 and R~20000)
² High throughput (>30%), low thermal background
(optimized for near-IR operation), low scattered light,
superb image quality, easy to use and calibrate

HARMONI – the E-ELT first light
spectrograph
HARMONI is the E-ELT’s work-horse spectroscopic instrument, providing visible
and near-IR spectroscopic capability at first light. It is particularly suited for
resolved studies of extended sources, providing morphological, physical,
kinematic and chemical information.

HARMONI is equally well suited for point source spectroscopy. It provides a
“point-and-shoot” capability that is ideal for transients and crowded fields. The
integral field capability allows for correct (and easy) subtraction of background,
atmospheric refraction, and use of optimal extraction techniques. Exploits the D4
gain of the E-ELT, without compromising resolution (spatial or spectral)
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HARMONI
spectral setup
Bands

Wavelengths
(μm)

R

“V+R” or “I+z+J” or “H+K”

0.45-0.8, 0.8-1.35,
1.45-2.45

~3000

“I+z” or “J” or “H” or “K”

0.8-1.0, 1.1-1.35,
1.45-1.85, 1.95-2.45

~7500

“Z” or “J_high” or “H_high” or “K_high”

0.9, 1.2, 1.65, 2.2
(TBD)

~20000

HARMONI Adaptive Optics
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HARMONI at the E-ELT
Phase

Period

Conceptual Design (Phase A)

2008-2010

Interim Studies

2012-2015

Kick-off (Agreement signature)

Sep 2015

Preliminary Design Phase

2015-2017

Final Design Phase

2017-2019

Sub-system Manufacturing, Assembly and Testing

2019-2022

Instrument Integration and Tests

2022-2023

Preliminary Acceptance Europe (PAE)

mid-2023

Installation at E-ELT (Cerro Armazones)

Early 2024

First light

mid / late 2024

HARMONI Instrument
Description

Collimator
Disperser wheel
Cameras
Detectors

All light

4 telephotos to change scale
Focal plane mask wheel
Cold pupil stop, Filter wheel
Fast shutter, pupil imaging

Field splitting
Image slicing

Still To Come…..
• Several alternative designs for the visible
wavelength capability are being explored. These
differ not only in technical implementation, but
also in terms of capability provided.
• High contrast capability (exo-planet
characterisation) is being studied during the
preliminary design phase. Useful expertise can be
gained “on-sky”, even with a modest capability.
Needs better definition of the interface to the
telescope.

Scientific motivation
• At the fine scale of E-ELT + HARMONI working in the diffraction limit
there is enormous value in being able to reconstruct where, in a
complex image, a spectrum arises.
• Using AO in the infrared conditions change rapidly so that a
simultaneous recording of all positions and wavelengths removes
ambiguities.
• At high z there are many more morphologically complex, low mass
objects. Fine angular resolution and high spectral resolution are needed.
• IFU records PSF from observations (if FoV contains a point source eg.
quasar BLR).

Contemporary Science	

Planets & Stars	


Stars & Galaxies	


Galaxies & Cosmology	


High-z Ultra-luminous IR Galaxies
Hα in z=2 ULIRG

Survey 50 Spitzer candidate ULIRGs 1<z<2.5
Detect & characterise nuclear disks & rings
Measure shocks, winds, interaction with IGM
Measure dynamical masses
Measure rotation (kinematics), chemical
composition (fraction of heavy
metals)
Modes of star formation
Distribution of dust

Requires: diffraction limited R > 4000 spectra,
spaxels 5-40mas. @ λ 0.5 - 2.5µ.

The Physics of High Redshift Galaxies z=2-5
Aim: measure the size, velocity & luminosity distribution of HII regions
–
–
–
–

HII regions as tracers of SFH, mass & mergers
Reddening free estimate of star formation rate
Measure abundances for individual SF regions
Explore HII kinematics as diagnostic of disk settling.

Requires : R > 4,000 – 20,000 spectra
@ λ J+H & H+K simultaneously.
4 - 40mas spaxels FOV 0.5 x 1.0”; 5 x 10”.

From first light to the
earliest galaxies
– The HARMONI Deep Field
– Detecting the formation of MW
like galaxies at z=10.
– Pop III - the first stars
– Detect first enrichment of IGM
– What re-ionised the Universe?

Requires: R ~ 5000 spectra,
@ λ 0.8 - 2.5µ.
4 - 40mas spaxels;
FOV 0.5 x 1.0”; 5 x 10”.

Figure 3 from Yang et al. 2006, showing the cooling of Lyα (top)
and HeIIλ1640 (bottom) for an 11Mpc simulation at z~3. Lyα is more
diffuse whereas HeII appears as compact points sources, this suggest
HeII is a promising tracer of concentrations of dark matter.

Stars & Galaxies	

Imaging and spectroscopy of
extragalactic resolved stellar
populations	


Studies of black holes and
active galactic nuclei (AGN)	


Stellar Populations: star formation
history, chemical & dynamical evolution.
Measure the line of sight velocities
and heavy element content of
individual stars in local group, Fornax
and Virgo clusters, so as to be able to
decompose the stellar populations
into thick disk, thin disk, bulge and
halo.
This takes stellar population studies
into a completely unexplored realm.
Need to investigate further whether
this is best done in the visible or
near-IR: nearly all elements have
near-IR lines, although not as well
understood (r and s process
excluded – but is this crucial at 1st
light?)

Requires: R= 9000 & 20,000 spectra,
20mas spaxels @ λ 0.6 - 1.0 & 1.0 - 2.5µ.

Planets & Stars	

From giant to terrestrial exo-planets:	

• Direct detection via high-contrast imaging	

• Indirect detection via radial velocity variations	


Circumstellar disks	


Young stellar clusters and the
initial mass function	


Resolved Spectroscopy
of Solar System Objects
(F. Clarke, L. Fletcher)

Oxford
SWIFT
integral field
spectrograph
+ P3K at
Palomar 200
inch

Science Simulations
(S. Zieleniewski, S. Kendrew)

• Detailed simulator that allows
quantitative predictions of
expected performance
• Spaxel by spaxel ETC in a
computationally efficient way
• Determine sensitivity so as to
tweak instrument design
• 2 key enhancements =>
– Spectrally varying PSF
– N-body simulations

Pα

Continuum
2.1-2.3 µm	


H2S(1)

IRAS 12112+03:
z=0.0723

Detailed Cosmological
Simulations
Kimm, T., Devriendt, J., et al. 2011
• RAMSES simulation (AMR code)
• NutFB simulation (includes SNe feedback, + reionization,
cooling, star formation)
• Milky-Way type galaxy, Salpeter IMF
• 12 pc (physical) resolution, reaches z = 3
• 10243 DM particles, each 5 × 104 M¤
• Total “galaxy” mass (DM + stars + gas) = 4 × 1010 M¤
• Each star particle has ~2 × 104 M¤
• Full history of each star particle, incl. all parameters

Detailed HARMONI
simulations of a Milky-Waylike galaxy at z = 3, based on
the RAMSES cosmological
simulation code.
These simulations will be
able to quantitatively assess
how HARMONI observations
can be used to constrain the
physical properties of
galaxies at the peak of the
star formation epoch, through
measurements of stellar and
gas kinematics, metallicities,
star formation histories, IMF,
dark matter fractions etc.

S. Kendrew et al. (in prep)

PSF Parameterisation

S. Zieleniewski et al. (MNRAS submitted)

Also investigating
(unique to HARMONI
simulations) the effect
of (strong) variations
in PSF with
wavelength (0.5%
Strehl in V, to 50%
Strehl in K), and its
effects on point source
sensitivity, and the
need for variable
spaxel scales.

Sensitivity Table
Limiting AB magnitude for which SNR of 5 per spectral resolution
element is achieved in 5 hours (20 x 900s), for a point source
spectrum extracted from a 2 x 2 spaxel box, when using LTAO.
The computation assumes OH avoidance, and 0.67” seeing towards
zenith at 500 nm, observations 30 degrees from zenith, sky
subtraction by “nodding-on-IFU”
Spectral
Resolution

4 mas
RAB

HAB

10 mas
RAB

HAB

20 mas
RAB

HAB

30x60 mas
RAB

HAB

Point source (AB mag)
3500

22.7

26.2

23.6

27.0

24.3

27.0

25.1

26.4

7500

25.2

26.0

26.1

25.7

20000

24.1

25.0

25.1

24.9

Only 12% EE in R band in 120 mas, so don’t despair!!

Synergy with Large Facilities	

• The 8-10m class Telescopes (VLT/I, ...)	

• The JWST	

• ALMA	

• LSST	

• SKA / SKA Pathfinders	

• TMT & GMT	


Complimentarity with ALMA
ALMA will detect cold gas at similar spatial resolution.
Many applications require physical properties of both cold gas (ALMA) and
stars/warm gas (E-ELT + HARMONI) to advance astrophysics:
•
•
•
•
•

How is cold gas converted to stars to make disks and bulges?
What fraction of star formation occurs dues to mergers compared to in-situ
processes?
What mechanisms drive star formation in high-z galaxies?
How do the masses of black holes grow? How do they impact galaxy evolution?
How does the generation of heavy elements evolve?

Case study: ALMA will measure CO content of Milky Way-like progenitors at z>2.
HARMONI will map distribution, strength & velocities of emission line gas.
• SFR + mass of cold gas reservoir ⇒ star formation timescale ∴ duty cycle
• Gas/star & gas/dynamical mass fractions ⇒ build galaxy components
• Determine mode of star formation as f(z), environment and galaxy type. What is the
dominant mode of star formation at high-z? through GMCs (as in the MW) or
starburst (ULIRGs)?

